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‘15:17 to Paris’ debuts February 9
with extraordinary ordinary cast
n Heroes play themselves
in Eastwood’s new film

Feb. 9 launch of Clint Eastwood’s new movie, “The 15:17 to
Paris.”
It’s a film that promises to spellbind audiences with its
story of everyday Americans and the remarkable courage
By PAUL MILLER
they showed when they stopped a terrorist attack on a crowded high-speed train in France. And it does it in a way that’s
HE NAMES Spencer Stone, Anthony Sadler and Alek unprecedented for a major Hollywood picture: The heroes
Skarlatos haven’t been in the news much lately, but that’s play themselves, and so do many of the other important chargoing to change big time on Wednesday, when the three acters in the life-or-death drama that played out two years
young men head out on a big-city media tour geared to the ago in the French countryside.
The highly unusual casting decision was one Eastwood made last
summer even after he had already
started working on the movie, which
tells the story of Stone, Skarlatos and
Sadler and the 2015 backpacking trip
around Europe that landed them in the
same railcar as a heavily armed
Moroccan man, Ayub El-Khazzani,
who was getting ready to commit
mass murder. And El-Khazzani would
have, if Stone hadn’t tackled him, and
Skarlatos and Sadler hadn’t fought
with him until he could be subdued.
All three men were injured during
the fight on the train — especially
Stone, whose thumb was nearly severed — but dozens, and perhaps hundreds, of lives were saved. ElKhazzani was arrested and remains in
a French prison.
PHOTO/KEITH BERNSTEIN, COURTESY WARNER BROS.
“I had been looking at various
(From left) Spencer Stone, Anthony Sadler and Clint Eastwood in Paris last summer during film- actors for the film, and a lot of them

T

ing of “The 15:17 to Paris,” which tells the story of how Stone, Sadler and their friend, Alek
Skarlatos, thwarted a terrorist attack on a high-speed train in 2015, and uses them to tell it.

See EASTWOOD page 23A

Panetta optimistic about immigration deal
n ‘Dreamers’ a priority, but border wall
needed in some places, congressman says
By KELLY NIX

C

ONGRESSMAN JIMMY Panetta said he’s optimistic
that the extraordinary meeting President Donald Trump convened at the White House
with
Republican
and
Democratic leaders Tuesday
over the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals program
will soon lead to a resolution, which the Democrat
from Carmel Valley said
could include some sort of a
wall on the southern border.
Panetta said he was
encouraged by the discussion in which Trump seemed
to be open to an agreement
that would offer a pathway to
citizenship for the estimated
800,000 illegal immigrant
Jimmy Panetta
children brought to this
country by their parents. Socalled Dreamers, who now
range in age from 16 to 35, number about 20,000 in
Monterey County and 200,000 in California.
“If we can keep it to a reasonable discussion about border
security, as well as uphold the principles of the Dream Act,
I’m very hopeful we can come up with a solution to our
Dreamers in a short amount of time,” Panetta told The Pine
Cone Wednesday.
While Panetta had previously said that he would not be in
favor of providing funding for a border wall as a condition of
providing amnesty to DACA recipients — saying it amounted to “bargaining the lives” of those who came to the country
illegally — he now concedes that a wall, at least on parts of
the United States and Mexico border, is feasible.
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“I’m willing to talk about a reasonable wall,” Panetta said
Wednesday. “I just got off the house floor talking to
[Democratic Congressman Henry Cuellar] from Texas, who
basically said, ‘Yeah, there are areas in his district where a
wall would be reasonable.’”
Any wall fortification, though, should be “evidence
based,” meaning input from residents who live on the border,
officials from the Department of Homeland Security and

See IMMIGRATION page 23A

Big Sur weathers
first big storm of 2018
By CHRIS COUNTS

T

HE FIRST big storm of the year dumped nearly 10
inches of rain at high elevations in Big Sur, but after the dark
clouds cleared, Highway 1 had sustained little damage.
At Mud Creek — where one of the largest slides in
California’s history dumped 5 million cubic yards of rock,
dirt and debris on the scenic route in May 2017 — construction was slowed only briefly. “The rain messed up work for a
day and brought some material down, but it’s back to normal
now,” Susanna Cruz of Caltrans reported.
The highway at Mud Creek is expected to remain closed
until late summer — unless the weather takes an unexpected
turn for the worse. Fixing it is expected to cost $40 million.
“The forecast is for a mild winter,” Cruz explained. “But
if it’s like last year, all bets are off. If we have an extreme
winter, we will have to reassess the timeline.”
Last week’s rains only caused a problem at one site along
the scenic route.
“There was an overnight closure at mile marker 42.2, but
it was cleared the next morning” said Cruz of a small slide
that temporarily blocked the highway just south of Deetjen’s

See STORM page 23A
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Business owners
report strong
December
By MARY SCHLEY

H

OTELS WERE full, sidewalks were crowded, parking
was hard to come by — and several shops and restaurants
reported record sales — last month. While the sales tax and
hotel tax numbers aren’t in yet, several business owners said
their own receipts were up over previous years, speculating
that fires in Wine Country and Southern California, poor
snow in Tahoe, and other factors drew more people than
usual to town.
“This week has been crazy! Lots of new faces — firsttime visitors,” Anna Bartolini, owner of La Balena and Il
Grillo restaurants with her husband, Emanuele, said of the
week between Christmas and New Year’s. “I’ve probably had
to turn away more people than during Concours Week.”
Rich Pepe, owner of Little Napoli, Vino Napoli, Carmel
Bakery and Vesuvio, said December is typically “a lackluster
month” in Carmel, since people do so much of their shopping
online or at the mall. But not in 2017.
“Maybe because of the glorious weather, the healthy state
of the growing economy, and hotel occupancy at a 10-year
high, many of the retailers and restaurant owners I have spoken with told me that this December has been one of the best
in recent years,” he said. “I have high hopes for a fantastic
2018.”

See BUSINESS page 23A

Council wants somebody
to move into Flanders
n But they’ll also have to restore it
By MARY SCHLEY

A

DIVIDED city council voted Tuesday night to seek
proposals from tenants who might want to live in Flanders
Mansion and fix it up. The arrangement would either be a
“curatorship” — in which someone restores an old building
while living there without paying rent, often for the rest of his
life — or a ground lease, in which the city would sell the
house but keep the land and lease it to the homeowner.
In both scenarios, the tenant/owner would be required to
restore the mansion, and do it according to the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties. Built in the 1920s and bought in 1972 by taxpayers along with the surrounding land that became Mission
Trail park, the house is listed in the National Register of
Historic Places. For the past 45 years, elected officials have
struggled to find a use for the old house, which has occasionally been occupied by public employees and groups.

See FLANDERS page 16A
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Want to live in a unique fixer upper? Put in a proposal to move into
historic Flanders Mansion — and then restore it on your own dime.
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